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I

n recent years the incidence of sales of merchandise transacted entirely
by means of the internet has grown exponentially. The sales are carried
out in a number of different ways: 1) The seller offers merchandise on
a website. The purchaser places an order on the seller’s website. The seller
then manually processes the order and arranges for payment, usually by
credit card. Alternatively, the customer also provides credit card information with his order and the seller later processes the payment. 2) The purchaser places an order and provides credit card information. The purchase
price is automatically debited to the purchaser’s account and deposited in
the vendor’s bank. 3) The sale is conducted through an intermediary, e.g.
Amazon. The merchandise is offered for sale by the intermediary on the
intermediary’s own website. The intermediary receives payment and then,
after deducting a commission, forwards the proceeds to the seller or to the
seller’s bank for deposit to the seller’s account.
Regardless of the method used, the website is open and available to
customers twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, including Shabbat.
The issue in each of those scenarios is the propriety of offering merchandise for sale on the Sabbath.
In the first scenario, the sale does not actually take place on Shabbat
and there is certainly no involvement on the part of the Jewish merchant
in negotiating the sale on Shabbat. The arrangement is fundamentally no
different from allowing a fax machine to remain open for receiving orders
over Shabbat.1
In none of the situations described is the Jewish principal himself involved in a commercial act carried out on Shabbat nor is transfer of title to the
merchandise sold consummated on Shabbat. The sole possible issue is that of
placing a “stumbling block before the blind,” i.e., complicity in the Sabbath
1

That issue is addressed at length in this writer’s “Use of Automatic Telephone
Answering Machines on Shabbat, “Contemporary Halakhic Problems, V (Southfield,
Michigan), 147-170.
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transgression of a fellow Jew by providing customers an opportunity for desecration of the Shabbat. That issue is readily dispelled. No artifact used exclusively, or even predominantly, for transgression is proffered by the merchant.
The customer is not requested, or even encouraged, to place an order on
Shabbat. As is the case with regard to a fax machine, the website is made available for the purpose of receiving orders during the balance of the week and
to accommodate any non-Jew who, for his own convenience and upon his
own initiative, may wish to avail himself of its use on Shabbat as well.
As an act of piety – but not because of a normative halakhic requirement – a Jew may not wish to be even remotely complicit in the transgression of a fellow Jew and hence refrain from making his Xerox machine — or
website — available on Shabbat. There is no basis for a similar compunction
with regard to making a mailbox available to a non-Jewish mailman. The
Postal Service may not be requested to deliver mail on Saturday because a
non-Jew may not be directed to perform an act of “labor” on the Sabbath
that a Jew may not himself perform. Nevertheless, an act performed by the
non-Jew of his own accord because the non-Jew finds it more convenient
to carry out the act on Shabbat rather than delaying its performance until
after Shabbat is not prohibited. Routine delivery of mail on Shabbat is not
provided at the behest of the Jewish recipient; rather, it is undertaken for
the convenience of the Postal Service because the Postal Service prompted
by the desires of its non-Jewish patrons finds it expedient to provide sixday-a-week delivery to all addressees. Assuming that all acts forbidden to a
Jew on Shabbat are performed by non-Jewish personnel, no pietistic considerations would serve as a motive for sealing a mailbox on Shabbat. Indeed, in practice, sealing the mailbox would be contraindicated even if
Jewish personnel are involved in processing and delivery of mail since the
refused mail would be returned to the post office by the postman and
thereby result in additional acts of Sabbath violation.
The second scenario presents two separate issues. The first is the permissibility of allowing the bank to credit a deposit to the merchant’s account on Shabbat. If the entire process is completed electronically without
need for human intervention or assistance there does not appear to be a
problem. If, however, a human act constituting a forbidden form of labor
is required, the effect of the contract between the merchant and his bank
would be a prohibited directive to the non-Jew to perform a Sabbath violation on behalf of a Jew. An expedient that would serve to obviate the seller’s problem is available in the form of including a clause in the contract
providing that the bank need not be obligated to credit the proceeds to the
merchant’s account until expiration of a twenty-six hour period subsequent
to receipt of electronic notification of the transaction. Taking account of
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the possible occurrence of a two-day Yom Tov preceded or followed by a
Saturday the clause should allow a delay in excess of seventy-two hours.
Alternatively, but perhaps more cumbersome, would be a clause relieving
the bank of its obligation to deposit the funds promptly only if notice of the
transmission is received on a Sabbath or Holy Day. The effect of inclusion
of such a clause would be that, should the bank deposit the funds on a
Saturday or Holy Day, such deposit would not be pursuant to the directive
of the Jew but for the bank’s own convenience.2 A further issue arising
from the propriety of consummation of transfer of title to the merchandise
will be addressed in conjunction with the third scenario.3
The problems associated with the third type of arrangement are addressed by R. Meir Zevi Berger, dayyan of the Belz community of Boro
Park, in the Nisan 5775 (no. 70) issue of Or Torah. The arrangement
with the intermediary may authorize the intermediary simply to offer the
merchandise for sale and to accept funds for purchase of merchandise
that is later shipped by the seller himself or it may involve prior transfer
of the merchandise to the intermediary who, upon receiving the order,
ships the merchandise directly to the customer. In both sets of circumstances the result may be that the sale is consummated on Shabbat on behalf of the Jewish merchant. In the second set of circumstances merchandise

2

One sample contract reviewed by this writer provides that the funds be immediately
credited to the seller’s account with the intermediary on a twenty-four hour a day
basis Monday through Friday and later transferred to the seller’s bank account upon
conclusion of established fourteen-day periods unless that day is a bank holiday. Such
an agreement effectively requires the intermediary to act on Friday afternoon and
evening.
An agreement of that nature might be modified by including an additional stipulation
of the following nature:
Any other provision of this agreement notwithstanding, [name of intermediary]
shall not be required to perform any manual act pertaining to crediting or
transferring funds on the Sabbath or any Jewish Holy Day.
Should the intermediary resist such an addition in its standard agreement the merchant
might simply sign the agreement and remit it to the intermediary with an accompanying
memorandum explaining that, for religious reasons, the seller does not wish to bind
or direct the intermediary to perform acts that violate Sabbath regulations. Such a
memorandum would serve as a partial release from the intermediary’s contractual
undertaking and thus nullify the prohibited aspect of the directive inherent in the
underlying agreement.
3
A further problem with regard to interest-bearing accounts that provide per diem
interest commencing on Shabbat or Yom Tov has been addressed in this author’s Contemporary Halakhic Problems, II (New York, 1983), pp. 16–19.
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belonging to the Jewish merchant may be shipped on behalf of the merchant on Shabbat.
The first halakhic issue is whether transfer of title, which is the essence
of the consummation of the sale, is permitted on Shabbat. The general
prohibition against engaging in commercial activity on Shabbat devolves
upon both the buyer and the seller4 and pertains even to sales to a nonJew.5 In each of the three arrangements outlined herein the non-Jewish
intermediary is not directed to sell the merchandise on Shabbat but may
do so of his own choice. The intermediary is motivated to sell the merchandise without delay because of his desire to reap a commission; hence
the act performed by the non-Jew is undertaken for his own benefit (ada’ata
de-nafsheih) rather than for the benefit of the Jewish seller. Nevertheless,
R. Akiva Eger, Teshuvot R. Akiva Eger, no. 159, followed by R. Abraham
Samuel Benjamin Sofer, Teshuvot Ketav Sofer, Orah Hayyim, no. 46, and
R. Moses Schick, Teshuvot Maharam Shik, Orah Hayyim, no. 25, forbids
any sale in which transfer of title takes place on Shabbat6 even if all acts
leading to the transfer of title have been completed by the Jew before
Shabbat.7 Rabbi Berger assumes that presentation of a credit card is tantamount to payment of cash.8 Jewish law provides that in transactions between non-Jews, a cash payment (kesef) constitutes kinyan, i.e., transfer
of title. Most authorities agree that a cash payment serves to transfer title
to a non-Jew even in transactions involving a Jew.9 Moreover, common
trade practice treats payment by cash or by credit card as consummation
of the sale and hence constitutes a rabbinically ordained transfer of title
in the nature of situmta or common trade practice.10 Nevertheless, actual
4

See Rambam, Hilkhot Shabbat 23:12.
See also Mishnah Berurah 444:26 and R. Abraham Samuel Benjamin Sofer, Teshuvot Ketav Sofer, Orah Hayyim, no. 59.
6
See also R. Abraham Leib Trotzer, Talpiyot, III, no. 17 (15 Iyar 5654) and idem,
III, no. 19 (15 Sivan 5654).
7
That position is challenged by R. Shalom Mordecai Schwadron, Da’at Torah 444:1
and R. Shimon Grunfeld, Teshuvot Maharshag, II, no. 72, s.v. u-mah she-katavti.
8
This writer questions equation of payment by credit card with payment by cash.
Credit card payment is not a transfer of cash but simply presentation of a promissory note guaranteeing future payment. Execution of a promissory note does not
serve as a statutory mode of kinyan. Nevertheless, since credit card payments are
commonly accepted as cash, such payments may be regarded as a form of situmta,
or a common trade practice designed to effect kinyan, which does serve to effect
transfer of title.
9
Cf. Netivot ha-Mishpat 194:8.
10
See supra, note 8. Rabbi Berger correctly notes that transfer of title occurs even
if the purchaser has the option of returning the merchandise and cancelling the sale
or of cancelling the sale prior to shipment. There may be some ambiguity with regard
5
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transfer of title takes place on Shabbat and thus, according to R. Akiva
Eger, presents a problem.
However, R. Akiva Eger has been understood by Teshuvot Maharshag,
II, no. 117, and by R. Jacob Breisch, Teshuvot Helkat Ya’akov, I, no. 62,
as forbidding such transfer of title only in instances in which a Jew participates in the act of kinyan before Shabbat with the stipulation that actual
transfer of title occur only later on Shabbat. Thus, if the Jew himself
engages in no act and the transfer is effected entirely on the basis of the
act of a non-Jew, there is no attendant prohibition even according to
R. Akiva Eger.
The argument supporting that qualification of R. Akiva Eger’s ruling
is that commercial activity is prohibited on Shabbat because of a rabbinic
decree rooted in the consideration “lest he write,” i.e., as a precautionary
edict designed to assure that the transaction not be memorialized by
means of a biblically prohibited writing. In situations in which the Jew is
not involved in the transfer, argue those authorities, there is no occasion
for the Jew to seek a confirmatory document. Accordingly, argues Rabbi
Berger, there is no reason to forbid transfer of title on Shabbat in a situation in which the Jew is not personally involved in the transfer.
Rabbi Berger seeks to bolster this understanding of R. Akiva Eger’s
position by pointing to the rulings of Shulhan Arukh 245:5 and 307:3-4.
Shulhan Arukh rules that a non-Jew may be entrusted by a Jew with merchandise to sell on the Jew’s behalf and the non-Jew may sell such merchandise on Shabbat provided that 1) the non-Jew is compensated for his
services and that 2) the non-Jew is not explicitly instructed to sell the
merchandise on Shabbat.11 The fact that such an arrangement is permitted,
even though transfer of title is carried out on Shabbat, argues Rabbi Berger,
is evidence that such transfer, since it does not involve an act of a Jew even
prior to Shabbat in order to be effective, is not prohibited.
However, Shulhan Arukh’s ruling is not cited by R. Akiva Eger in
establishing the latter’s thesis – and for good reason. Non-Jews are excluded from the halakhic institution of agency. Accordingly, a transfer of
title accomplished by a non-Jewish agent is of no halakhic effect; if there
is no valid transfer there can be no infraction of halakhic regulations by
to whether executing such an option serves to nullify the sale retroactively or whether
it is in the nature of the exercise of a repurchase agreement. Nevertheless, the transfer
itself, unless rescinded, takes effect on Shabbat.
11
When it is understood that the merchandise will be sold on the market day,
which often was Shabbat, the delivery of the merchandise to the non-Jew for sale is
regarded as delivery with a specific directive to sell the merchandise on Shabbat and
hence is forbidden. See Mishnah Berurah 245:21.
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virtue of performance of a Sabbath transfer. Shulhan Arukh endorses employment of a Jew as an independent contractor for sale of merchandise
under such circumstances because no Sabbath violation is incurred. He
does not declare the sale to be technically valid. Regardless of technical
halakhic validity, there is no objection to such an arrangement so long as
all parties are satisfied and no Sabbath infraction is involved.
However, for precisely the same reason R. Akiva Eger’s ruling concerning the impropriety of allowing transfer of title to become effective on Shabbat should not debar the arrangement under discussion. The non-Jewish
intermediary acts as an agent for the Jewish merchant but, since a non-Jew
lacks capacity to serve as an agent, a valid transfer of title does not occur and
hence there is no reason for concern based upon R. Akiva Eger’s ruling.
One possible objection might be raised against this contention. As
has been observed, the sole mode of kinyan that is employed is in the
nature of situmta or common trade practice. The common practice is to
rely upon non-Jewish companies in effecting electronic transmissions. If
so, the transfer may indeed be effective and, consequently it might seem
that, according to R. Akiva Eger, should be forbidden. The technical
point that requires further elucidation is whether rabbinic legislation giving effect to situmta serves only to elevate a biblically unrecognized mode
of kinyan to the status of valid kinyan, as was the case in the example that
serves as the talmudic paradigm of situmta which involved affixing stamped
sealing wax to a bag of grain, or whether situmta is also designed to overcome ancillary defects such as lack of capacity on the part of an intermediary
to serve as an agent.12 The foregoing notwithstanding, the basic thesis,
12
There is significant controversy with regard to the efficacy of situmta as a kinyan
with regard to items not yet in existence or not yet owned by the seller. See R. Ya’akov
Blau, Pithei Hoshen: Kinyanim, VII, chap. 10, sec. 5, note 7. The underlying issue is
whether situmta gives effect to all matters of common trade practice regarding transfer of title or whether situmta can serve only as a substitute for a formal act of kinyan
that otherwise might have been accomplished by means of a biblical kinyan. If so, the
same controversy should attend the “common trade practice” of effecting kinyan by
means of a non-Jewish intermediary.
Alternatively, the controversy with regard to validity of situmta in conjunction with
property not yet owned by the seller may be rooted in the underlying reason for
failure of kinyan in the transfer of after-acquired property, i.e., whether such items
are intrinsically outside the purview of kinyan or whether the defect lies solely in imperfect intent (semikhut da’at) with regard to that which is not in existence. See this
author’s The Philosophical Quest (Jerusalem, 2013), p. 334, note 7. If the latter theory
is correct, common trade practice may be accepted on the basis of rabbinic edict as
indicative of seriousness and finality of intent but, according to all authorities, could
not effect kinyan when such kinyan is intrinsically ineffective, e.g., when carried out
through the intermediacy of an agent lacking capacity.
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viz., that transfer of title on Shabbat in circumstances that require neither
a simultaneous nor prior act on the part of the Jew is not proscribed by
R. Akiva Eger, is well-founded.
Nevertheless, this writer questions whether a transfer of title by means
of acceptance of an offer through the medium of the internet rises to the
level of a halakhically recognized mode of kinyan in the form of situmta.
The Uniform Commercial Code § 2-204 recognizes a mere meeting of
minds as sufficient to effect transfer of title. Although such meeting of the
minds is sufficient for purposes of civil law and is relied upon in mercantile transactions, it is not to be assumed that it is a halakhically accepted
form of situmta. Jewish law generally requires more than a naked meeting
of minds;13 it also requires a formal act for the purpose of either generation of such mental determination or as evidence of actual determination.
Absent such an overt act there is no effective transfer. The clicking of keys
on a computer is itself meaningless. Nor does it generate a “writing”
comparable to a bill of sale. Instead, it generates electronic signals that are
captured in cyberspace. The result is intangible and ephemeral and, because of its inchoate nature, might even be categorized as “meta”physical.
It is certainly arguable that such a non-tangible act cannot serve as kinyan
even in the form of situmta. If no halakhically cognized kinyan results,
the concern born of the position of R. Akiva Eger is vitiated.
Shipment of merchandise on Shabbat by the non-Jew is not a barrier to
the arrangement herein described, provided that prompt shipment is not a
condition of the seller’s agreement with the intermediary. Same-day shipment, even if guaranteed to the purchaser by the intermediary, is voluntary
on the part of the intermediary and undertaken by the intermediary for his
own benefit in order to induce the customer to place an order.

THE EFFECT OF CIVIL DIVORCE UPON
LAWS OF MOURNING
The rate of divorce in American society has risen dramatically. It is
presently estimated that over 50% of all marriages end in divorce.
13

Cf., however, Tosafot Bekhorot 18b, s.v. aknuyei; Avnei Milu’im I:2; and
R. Yechezkel Abramsky, Dinei Mamonot (Bnei Brak, 5729), pp. 10-11. See also,
Maharam Minz, no. 35, cited by R. Joseph Saul Nathanson, Teshuvot Sho’el u-Meshiv,
Mahadura Telita’ah, I, no. 223; R. Shalom Mordecai Schwadron, Teshuvot Maharsham,
II, no. 224, sec. 4; R. Shlomoh Kluger, Teshuvot Tuv Ta’am ve-Da’at, nos. 169 and
170; R. Elchanan Wasserman, Kovets Shi’urim, Bava Batra, sec. 537; and R. Aryeh
Leib Grossnass Teshuvot Lev Aryeh, II, no. 57.
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Unfortunately, that phenomenon, to a greater or lesser extent, is mirrored in the Jewish community. It is no more than proper that every Jewish marriage dissolved by civil decree also be terminated by means of a get.
That, however, is not always the case even among couples professing fidelity to Jewish law. At times it is because the parties are of relatively advanced years and have no interest in remarriage. More often it is because
of recalcitrance, temporary or intransigent, on the part of one or the
other of the marriage partners. Death of one of the spouses may occur
before a religious divorce is executed. Since, according to Jewish law, the
parties are still man and wife, one might take it for granted that, even
under such circumstances, the surviving spouse must observe all laws of
mourning. The matter, however, is not as transparent as it might appear.
With one exception, R. Isaac Liebes, Teshuvot Bet Avi, II, no. 97 and IV,
no. 132, the issue has not been explicitly addressed in rabbinic literature by
halakhic scholars in the context of civil divorce. The issue has, however,
been discussed in the instance of a wife who has received a conditional
religious divorce. Rema, Even ha-Ezer 145:9, rules that a widow who has
received a conditional divorce during the lifetime of her husband but the
condition has not been satisfied is nevertheless relieved of her obligation
to observe laws of mourning upon death of her spouse. Rema adds, however, “but if she wishes to be stringent, she may wail and follow the
bier.”14 Although Rema’s ruling is not unchallenged, resolution of that
issue involves considerations unrelated to the question at hand.

14

R. Eleazar Fleckles, Teshuvah me-Ahavah, III, no. 412, forbids the wife to observe mourning rituals or even to dress in black lest she be considered a widow who
is permitted to marry a kohen. R. Issachar Ber Eilenberg, Teshuvot Be’er Sheva, no.
63, disagreeing with Rema, forbids her to bewail the bier as well. R. Meir Simchah
of Dvinsk finds support for Rema’s ruling in II Samuel 11:26, which recounts that
Bat-Sheva “mourned her husband” even though, in the opinion of Rashi, Ketubot
9b and Shabbat 56a, she had received a conditional divorce. See R. Shalom Schachne
Tshernick, Hayyim u-Berakhah le-Mishmeret Shalom, ot alef, sec. 15.
Although many decisors cite Rema’s ruling as applying to all instances of conditional
divorce, in context Rema’s ruling is much more circumscribed. Rema addresses the
situation of a husband who has no issue and faces imminent death. The get, designed
to free his wife from levirate bonds, is conditional upon the husband’s actual death. If
the husband does die, the get is regarded as effective at the time of its execution. If so,
since the husband’s demise satisfies the condition, it becomes known with certainty
that the wife is not a widow but a divorcée who has no obligations of mourning. It
follows that Rema’s ruling does not apply in a situation of a conditional divorce in
which the condition cannot be fulfilled until after the husband’s demise or even in
circumstances in which prior fulfillment of the condition is a matter of doubt. See
R. Zevi Yehudah Ben-Ya’akov, Mishpatekha le-Ya’akov, II (Bnei Brak, 5757), 271.
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The question of mourning obligations has also arisen in situations in
which a husband has quarreled with his wife and is determined to divorce
her. Many of the scholars who discuss this question do so in the context
of whether, under such circumstances, a kohen may defile himself in conjunction with the burial of his wife. R. Akiva Eger, Hiddushei R. Akiva
Eger, Yoreh De’ah 374:4, rules that the husband has no mourning obligations and hence may not defile himself. R. Samuel Engel, Teshuvot Maharash Engel, VI, no. 25, adopts a contradictory position. As will be shown,
those positions reflect a controversy among early-day talmudic commentators. Maharash Engel, contrary to Rema, Even ha-Ezer 90:5, accepts the
position of the early-day authorities who rule that “even under such circumstances, the husband is the sole heir to his wife’s estate.”15 Because
the husband is his estranged wife’s heir, reasons Maharash, her relatives
will leave him with the burden of his wife’s burial. Since others will not
arrange for her interment, the deceased wife perforce becomes a met mizvah,
i.e., a person who has no one else to bury her and thus a person for whom
even a kohen may defile himself.16 More recently, this question was discussed by R. Ovadiah Yosef, Hazon Ovadiah: Avelut (Jerusalem, 5770),
pp. 120-126 as well as by his son, R. Yitzchak Yosef, Yalkut Yosef: Bikkur
Holim ve-Avelut (Jerusalem, 5764), pp. 309-310. The issue is also addressed by R. Zevi Yehudah Ben-Ya’akov, head of the bet din of Petach
Tikvah, in the context of a decision of that bet din published in a multivolume collection of those decisions, Mishpatekha le-Ya’akov, II (Bnei
Brak, 5757), no. 20, sec. 5. The case before the bet din involved financial
matters in the instance of a couple that had “opened a file” regarding
execution of a religious divorce. The situation of a couple that has already
obtained a civil decree may be seen as analogous to that of a quarrelsome
couple seeking a religious divorce.
Ordinarily, the husband is entitled to utilize the real property brought
to the marriage by his wife in order to enhance the family’s standard of
living. However, the Gemara, Gittin 18a, records a controversy with regard
to whether, upon determining to divorce his wife, the husband can
continue to demand the usufruct of her property. Rashbam, Bava Batra

15

R. Raphael Aaron ben Shimon, Nehar Mizrayim, I, Hilkhot Avelut, sec. 92, similarly rules that a husband formally separated from his wife remains the sole heir to her
estate and consequently must observe laws of mourning upon her death.
16
Cf., Teshuvot ha-Rashba, III, no. 252, who rules that a kohen whose brother dies
without issue may defile himself in connection with the burial of his widowed sisterin-law even though his levirate obligations have not been fulfilled because, since he
inherits her ketubah, the sister-in-law has the status of a met mizvah.
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146b, states that, if a husband is not entitled to usufruct he is similarly not
entitled to inherit his wife’s estate.
In a case involving a husband who had resolved to divorce his wife but
the wife died in the interim, R. Solomon Luria, Yam shel Shlomoh, Gittin
2:4, basing himself upon that comment of Rashbam,17 rules that the husband is relieved from observance of laws of mourning. Yam shel Shlomoh
reasons that if the husband’s biblical right of inheritance is forfeited upon
determination to execute a get, a fortiori, mourning obligations, which
are rabbinic in nature,18 are certainly extinguished.19 However, the normative rule is in accordance with the talmudic opinion that maintains that
the husband is the sole heir to his wife’s estate until the moment that the
bill of divorce is actually delivered to her. Nevertheless, Yam shel Shlomoh
rules that, since the prescribed rules of mourning are the product of rabbinic legislation, the permissive opinion may be followed. Yam shel Shlomoh
adds the observation that it would be incongruous to impose mourning
practices upon a person who is not presumed to experience bereavement
associated with loss of a loved one. Yam shel Shlomoh reasons that the
halakhic presumption is that the emotional attachment to even an estranged blood relative is more intense than to an estranged wife.
17

R. Jacob Orenstein, Yeshu’ot Ya’akov, Even ha-Ezer 90:8, takes exception to
Rashbam’s line of reasoning. Yeshu’ot Ya’akov points out that the statement of the
Gemara, Bava Batra 146b, is recorded in the name of Rav. Rav himself, Ketubot 84a,
maintains that the husband’s right of inheritance is rabbinic rather than biblical. If
so, that right can be compared to the right to usufruct, since both are vested in the
husband by virtue of rabbinic decree. However, if the husband’s right of inheritance
is biblical in nature, the two cannot be equated because the Sages who terminated the
rabbinic right to usufruct upon the husband’s determination to divorce his wife had
no cause to disturb his biblical right of inheritance.
18
Cf., R. Chaim Sofer, Teshuvot Mahaneh Hayyim, III, no. 39, who suggests that,
even according to Yam shel Shlomoh, the husband should be required to observe one
day of mourning because the first day of mourning is a biblical obligation but concedes that Yam shel Shlomoh rules that the husband is exempt from observance of even
a single day since he does not experience emotional loss. In a similar vein, R. Shlomoh
Leib Tabak, Teshurat Shai, Mahadura Tinyana, no. 158, notes that, although exempt
from the rabbinic obligations of mourning, the surviving spouse is required to rend
his or her garment since rending a garment is a biblical obligation. Nevertheless,
presumably because of the controversy surrounding Yam shel Shlomoh’s position,
Teshurat Shai rules that the blessing “dayyan ha-emet” should be omitted. Similarly, if
the husband is a kohen he should not defile himself in her burial. See R. Yechiel Michel
Tucatzinsky, Gesher ha-Hayyim, 2nd edition (Jerusalem, 5720), I, 82, note 4, who
rebuts the opposing view of R. Yekuti’el Yehudah Greenwald, Ah le-Zarah (St. Louis,
5769), p. 46, note 4 and idem, Kol Bo al Avelut (New York, 5714), p. 69, note 4.
19
A similar conclusion based upon the position of Rashbam was independently
reached by R. Samuel Strashun, Hagahot ve-Hiddushei Reshash, Bava Batra 146b.
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Although a number of early-day authorities accept Rashbam’s position,20
Tosafot, Bava Batra 146b, and Rosh, Bava Batra 9:16, disagree21 and
maintain that even a husband who has drafted a bill of divorce but who
has not executed the divorce inherits his wife’s estate.22 Rema, Even haEzer 90:5, rules in accordance with the position of Tosafot and Rosh.
R. Isaac Tayyib, Erekh ha-Shulhan 90:11, observes that there would be an
inherent contradiction in acknowledging the estranged husband’s status
as his wife’s heir but at the same time ruling that he need not observe the
laws of mourning23 incumbent upon a husband.24 Moreover, in light of
the controversy, R. Jacob Saul Elyashar, Teshuvot Ma’aseh Ish, Even haEzer, no. 18, rules that, since the husband is deemed to be in possession
of his wife’s property, the burden of proof is upon a claimant who wishes
to disinherit the husband. Since the halakhic dispute has not been resolved, it is impossible for the claimant to substantiate his claim. However, R. Samuel Matalon, Teshuvot Avodat ha-Shem, Yoreh De’ah, no. 16,
rebuts the argument that there is an inherent contradiction in awarding
the estate to a husband who need not observe the laws of mourning
by pointing to the halakhic provision that a person who contracts a forbidden, but nevertheless valid, marriage, e.g., a kohen who marries a

20

See Rabbenu Yeruham and Ri mi-Gash, cited by Bet Yosef, Even ha-Ezer 90;
Teshuvot Maimuniyot, Nashim, no. 35; and Teshuvot Binyamin Ze’ev, no. 417.
21
R. Shlomoh Kluger, Hokhmat Shlomoh, Even ha-Ezer 90:5, asserts that those
authorities would concede that a husband who abandons his wife and refuses to execute a divorce does not inherit her estate.
22
R. Eliyahu Chazan, Neveh Shalom, Dinei Avelut, sec. 16, addresses a case involving a couple who, by mutual agreement, were legally separated and the husband
had no right of inheritance under the applicable civil law. Curiously, Neveh Shalom
asserts that under such circumstances even Tosafot and Rosh would concede that the
husband does not inherit his wife’s estate and consequently has no obligation with regard to laws of mourning. See also R. Raphael Aaron ben Shimon, Teshuvot U-Mizur
Devash, Even ha-Ezer, no. 8.
23
R. David Zevi Katzberg, Keter Kehunah, no. 11, p. 36, published as an appendix
to his Pirhei Kehunah, points to the similar contradiction in requiring the husband
who is a kohen to defile himself in the burial of his wife and exempting him from
mourning obligations. Rabbi Katzberg was the editor of the Hungarian Torah journal,
Tel Talpiyot.
24
Cf., Tosafot, Bava Kamma 11a, s.v. de-ka. See also R. Joseph Saul Nathanson,
Teshuvot Sho’el u-Meshiv, Mahadura Revi’a’ah, III, no. 88. Cf., however, Teshurat Shai,
Mahadura Tinyana, no. 158. Cf. also, R. Solomon Luria, Hokhmat Shlomoh, Niddah
27a; R. Jacob Ettlinger, Teshuvot Binyan Zion, I, no. 60; and R. Shlomoh Mordecai
Schwadron, letter of approbation to R. Isaac Weiss’ Bet Yizhak: Megillah (Munkacz,
5656).
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divorcée,25 inherits his wife’s estate, but is nevertheless not required to
observe the laws of mourning upon her death.26
Yam shel Shlomoh’s position is accepted by R. Chaim Joseph David
Azulai, Birkei Yosef, Shiyurei Berakhah, Yoreh De’ah 374:2; R. Elijah Ragoler,
Teshuvot Yad Eliyahu, Pesakim 59:4; and R. Baruch ha-Levi Epstein, Torah
Temimah, Leviticus 21:2.27 However, Bet Me’ir, Even ha-Ezer 90:5, contests
Yom shel Shlomoh’s ruling28 arguing that its cogency is limited to cases in
which a get has already been drafted. R. Jacob Orenstein, Yeshu’ot Ya’akov,
Even ha-Ezer 90:8, was willing to apply Yam shel Shlomoh’s ruling only in
the case of husband who had secured a hetter me’ah rabbanim29 to marry
a second wife and had also deposited a get with the bet din.30
It has also been argued that, although Yam shel Shlomoh’s argument
based upon Rashbam’s ruling regarding inheritance was cogent in an earlier
historical epoch, however, subsequent to Rabbenu Gershom’s edict forbidding divorce without consent of the wife, the husband is not entitled
to act unilaterally upon his determination. Hence, argues R. Shlomoh
Leib Tabak, Teshurat Shai, Mahadura Tinyana, no. 157, a desire on the
part of the husband to divorce his wife, in itself, no longer has any

25

See Shulhan Arukh, Yoreh De’ah 373:4.
See also R. Chaim Benveniste, Kenesset ha-Gedolah, Yoreh De’ah, Hagahot ha-Tur,
sec. 1, who rules that a brother-in-law subject to levirate obligations but who has
not yet discharged those obligations inherits the widow’s estate in the stead of her
deceased husband but has no obligations of mourning.
27
Yam shel Shlomoh’s position is apparently accepted by Hiddushei R. Akiva Eger,
Yoreh De’ah 374:4 as well. See also Ah le-Zarah, p. 46, no. 4 and Kol Bo al Avelut,
p. 69, note 4.
R. Ovadiah Yosef, Hazon Ovadiah: Avelut (Jerusalem, 5770), p. 124, also accepts
Yam shel Shlomoh’s position although it is apparent that he previously concurred in
the opposing view espoused by his son, R. Yitzchak Yosef, Yalkut Yosef: Bikkur Holim
ve-Avelut (Jerusalem, 5764), p. 310.
28
Cf., however, R. Yitzchak Zilberstein, Hashukei Hemed: Gittin (n.p., 5768),
p. 134.
29
Somewhat similarly R. Samuel Pinchasi, Hayyim ve-Hesed (Jerusalem, 5761)
9:18, accepted the principle enunciated by Yam shel Shlomoh only in situations in
which a bet din has ruled that a get was to be executed but one of the parties refused
to cooperate. In a similar hypothetical involving a husband who compelled his wife
to leave the marital domicile and was determined to divorce her, Teshuvot Avodat haShem, no. 15, sec. 16, opined that were the husband to die, the rules of mourning
would devolve upon the wife “since she loved him.”
Teshurat Shai, Mahadura Tinyana, no. 158, rules that the surviving spouse is relieved of mourning obligations only if a get has actually been written, albeit not delivered, before the demise of the other spouse. Cf., Bet Me’ir, Even ha-Ezer 90:5.
30
See also Hiddushei R. Akiva Eger, Yoreh De’ah 374:4.
26
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halakhic ramification.31 Accordingly, Teshurat Shai asserts that Yam shel
Shlomoh’s ruling is limited to situations in which both spouses are desirous of a divorce.
A related question is whether a husband who is a kohen may defile
himself by coming into contact with the corpse of his deceased wife from
whom he was civilly divorced. That issue is comprehensively addressed by
R. Ovadiah Yosef, Hazon Ovadiah: Avelut, pp. 124-126. The question
arises only if 1) Rashbam’s position to the effect that a husband who has
determined to divorce his wife no longer enjoys the right of inheritance
to her estate is accepted as the normative rule and b) a husband’s obligation to defile himself in the burial of his wife is rabbinic rather than biblical in nature.
Sifra, Leviticus 21:2, indicates that the term “she’ero” in the verse “but
only to she’ero, that is near to him shall he defile himself” means “his wife.”
The exegetical issue is whether the provision that a kohen may defile himself
in the burial of his wife is a biblical rule derived from the literal meaning of
the verse or whether the term “she’ero” means only “his relative” and denotes the blood relatives immediately enumerated in the verse whereas the
mandate regarding defilement to a wife is rabbinically legislated and citation of the verse in that context is an asmakhta or mnemonic device.32
Rambam’s position, Hilkhot Avel 2:6, is ambiguous. Rambam describes the
obligation as derived “me-divrei soferim—from the words of the scholars.”
Kesef Mishneh, Hilkhot Avel 2:1, understands that phrase as connoting a
biblical obligation based upon a biblical verse but the import of which is
understood on the basis of rabbinic exegesis rather than the literal meaning
of the text. Radvaz, Hilkhot Avel 2:1, understands the phrase as connoting
a rabbinic obligation. R. Ovadiah Yosef catalogues the authorities who espouse one or the other understandings of Rambam.
Radvaz’ understanding of Rambam presents an obvious difficulty. If
Scripture does not exempt burial of a wife from the prohibition against
priestly defilement, on what authority does a rabbinic enactment serve to
suspend a biblical prohibition? Radvaz answers that, since the husband
inherits his wife’s estate, her blood relatives will shirk their responsibility
regarding her burial. The result is that she becomes a met mizvah, i.e., an
abandoned corpse, whom even a kohen is required to bury. If so, it should
31
See R. Moses Isserles, Teshuvot Rema, no. 112; R. Moshe Benveniste, Pnei Mosheh,
I, no. 54; Hatam Sofer cited by Pithei Teshuvah, Even ha-Ezer 90:8; R. Shlomoh Kluger,
Hokhmat Shlomoh, Even ha-Ezer 90:5; and Gesher ha-Hayyim, 2nd edition, I, 82,
note 4. Cf., however, R. Jacob Reischer, Teshuvot Shevut Ya’akov, II, no. 140; and
R. Samuel Matalon, Teshuvot Avodat ha-Shem, Yoreh De’ah, no. 16.
32
See Tosafot, Yevamot 55b, s.v. le-ahar mitah and Bava Batra 114b, s.v. mah.
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follow that a kohen who does not inherit his wife’s estate is not permitted
to defile himself in conjunction with her burial: since her relatives do
inherit her estate, she is not a met mizvah and hence a kohen may not
defile himself in her burial. According to Rashbam, precisely such a set of
circumstances arises in the case of a kohen who has resolved to divorce his
wife and therefore loses his status as an heir to her estate. That conclusion is
reached by R. Samuel Engel, Teshuvot Maharash Engel, VI, no. 25 and
R. Betzalel ha-Kohen of Vilna, author of Hokhmat Bezalel, cited by
R. Serayah Deblitzky, appended to R. Chaim Binyamin Goldberg’s Pnei
Barukh, 2nd edition (Jerusalem, 5746), p. 480.33
R. Yitzchak Zilberstein, Hashukei Hemed: Gittin (n.p., 5768), p.
134, makes an interesting observation. A husband is obligated to facilitate “rejoicing” on the part of his wife during the various festivals by buying her new clothing or jewelry. That requirement is biblical in nature and
remains in force even subsequent to destruction of the Temple.34 As has
been noted, Yam shel Shlomoh’s position has gained acceptance. That acceptance is presumably founded upon the decision-making canon to the
effect that controversies concerning rules of mourning are to be decided
permissively. Consequently, reasons Rabbi Zilberstein, since a husband’s
obligation to cause his wife to “rejoice” on the festivals is biblical in
nature, even an estranged husband must enable his wife to rejoice on the
festival.
A quite similar question might arise in a situation in which the parties
enter into a pro forma, but biblically valid, marriage in order to obtain
some legal end, e.g., permanent residence in the United States as a spouse
of an American citizen. Such a question was addressed by R. Shalom
Mordecai Schwadron, Teshuvot Maharsham, II, no. 8. The question was
posed on behalf of women living in a jurisdiction in which each woman’s
right of domicile was contingent upon ongoing marriage to a national of
that country and terminated upon decease of the spouse. Widows who
have found themselves facing deportation were advised to enter into marriages with elderly men. They participated in a proper Jewish marriage
ceremony but did not, nor did they intend to, establish a marital domicile
or live as man and wife.
Since the parties intended to enter into a halakhically valid marriage,
albeit solely for an ulterior motive, Maharsham rules that the marriage
33

R. David Zevi Katzburg is cited in an editorial note appended by his son to
Rabbi Katzburg’s Pirhei Kehunah, Kuntres Keter Kehunah, no. 11, as ruling that a
kohen who survives a wife “who took all her possessions and returned to her father’s
house” does not inherit her estate and hence may not defile himself in her burial.
34
See Sha’arei Teshuvah, Orah Hayyim 529:4.
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can be dissolved only by a get35 but that, since they had no intention
of actually establishing a marital domicile, the wife’s status is that of an
arusah36 rather than a nesu’ah.37

THE INTERRUPTED WEDDING
On rare occasions a happy event is marred by tragedy. One such incident involved a mishap that caused the roof of a wedding hall in Israel to
fall upon members of a wedding party and their guests. The incident
caused one death and a number of other casualties. The disruption of the
festivities gave rise to a number of halakhic questions that are discussed by
R. Yitzchak Zilberstein in the Tishri 5776 issue of the European Torah
journal, Kol ha-Torah.
1. She-ha-Simhah be-Me’ono
The preamble to the Grace after meals recited at a wedding feast
includes the phrase “Let us give blessing to our Lord she-ha-simhah
be-me’ono — in Whose abode there is rejoicing.” In light of the tragedy
marring the wedding celebration, is it appropriate in such circumstances
to speak of “rejoicing” taking place in the divine abode?
The wedding is certainly an occasion for joy; nevertheless, the tragedy
befalling the participants assuredly evokes sadness and mourning. In anthropomorphic terms, it is difficult, if not impossible, to experience happiness and
despair at the same time. To be sure, happiness may be less intense when
marred by misfortune and sadness may be mitigated by a happy event
but, presumably, the situation is comparable to opposing physical forces
which collide with one another with the result that the stronger force will
be attenuated by the lesser, but will nevertheless prevail. If the same is
true of emotional forces, the dominant emotion will prevail albeit in a less
intense form. The issue, then, would be (a) whether the happiness generated by the nuptials is the dominant emotion and (b) whether in its
residual form does it meet the threshold level for recitation of the formula
“in whose abode there is rejoicing”? On the other hand, halakhic
35

See also R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Even ha-Ezer, IV, 112.
A bride becomes an arusah upon accepting a ring from the groom and thereby
surrenders her right to contract another marriage. Nisu’in establishes the reciprocal
rights and duties of marriage and is manifested in the recitation of the Seven Blessings.
37
Since, according to Maharsham, there are no valid nisu’in, it would have been
improper for the celebrant to pronounce the Seven Blessings. See R. Yitzchak
Zilberstein, Hashukei Hemed: Ketubot (n.p., 5767), p. 499.
36
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formalism would lead to the conclusion that, although liturgical formulae
were ordained by the Sages on the basis of human experience, they reflect
the generality of such experience and do not admit of situational
modification.
Such an analysis may result in a seemingly paradoxical conclusion. A
person who becomes bereft of a close relative is required to pronounce
the blessing “Blessed are You… the Judge of truth.” Individuals who
jointly come into possession of valuable property must recite the blessing
“who is beneficent and causes beneficence.” Upon the death of a father
who leaves an estate to his heirs the sons must recite both blessings. Is the
son happy, sad, or conflicted? Hopefully, he is neither happy nor conflicted. But the respective blessings, although they are designed to reflect
an emotional response, were ordained for particular occurrences and constitute binding obligations regardless of subjective emotional feeling.
Nevertheless, one does find that the Gemara, Ketubot 8a, considers
the appropriateness of including the phrase “in Whose abode there is rejoicing” in the Grace after Meals following the festive repast accompanying a circumcision. That suggestion is rejected by the Gemara because the
celebration is diminished by virtue of the “pain of the infant.” However,
that conclusion is not based upon subjective considerations but upon the
totality of factors that are generally present, viz., all participants rejoice in
the circumcision with the exception of the baby, who always suffers discomfort. Since the celebration is always marred by the pain of the principal participant, the Sages found reference to rejoicing to be inappropriate.
Accordingly, that discussion does not resolve the question posed by the
case of a wedding marred by a calamity.
Nevertheless, at least some authorities did rule that the phrase “in
Whose abode there is rejoicing” is recited only when appropriate in light
of the totality of circumstances. Me’iri, ad locum, cites the ruling of “a
few of the Ge’onim” who maintain that “in Whose abode there is rejoicing” should not be recited at a wedding feast that occurs in the wake of
the death of the father of the groom or of the mother of the bride because
the personal involvement of those two individuals in the antecedent preparations for the wedding festivities is irreplaceable. Although weddings
are not celebrated if a close relative of either the bride or of the groom has
died, nevertheless, the Sages permitted the wedding to proceed if either
the father of the groom or the mother of the bride passed away on the eve
of the wedding but had as yet not been interred.38 Although other authorities disagree, those Ge’onim apparently recognized that individual
38

See Ketubot 3b.
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circumstances do serve to render the formula inappropriate. Nevertheless, the position of the Ge’onim was rejected by a consensus of early-day
authorities. That consensus would seem to establish the conclusion that
individual emotional reactions are to be ignored.
Even application of the view of the Ge’onim to the situation at hand
is not clear-cut. Me’iri himself, Sukkah 25b, discusses whether recitation
of “in Whose abode there is rejoicing” is appropriate at a repast jointly
celebrating a wedding and a circumcision. Me’iri cites a view that maintains that, since there are two distinct and independent events that serve
to occasion the festive meal, the presence of the groom renders the event
a wedding festivity and the phrase must be recited in recognition of his
presence. That view was accepted by R. Shlomoh Zalman Auerbach in
introductory notes published in R. Joseph Weisberg’s Ozar ha-Brit, 2nd
edition (Jerusalem, 5753) I, 16.39 However, as noted by R. Shammai
Kehot Gross, Teshuvot Shevet ha-Kehati, I, no. 62, such an occurrence is
quite different from that of the bride or groom mourning the loss of a
parent. In the latter case, the joy of the bride and groom is certainly compromised by conflicting emotions and hence their joy may not be sufficient to warrant expression of “rejoicing” in the Grace after Meals. In
contradistinction, the joy of the groom who is also celebrating a circumcision is not at all diminished by the infant’s discomfort. Accordingly his
unmitigated happiness serves to require inclusion of the phrase.
More fundamentally, it would appear to this writer that the ruling of
the Ge’onim is limited to the particularly grievous situation addressed by
them. Their ruling involved a situation in which the father of the groom
or the mother of the bride died but was not yet buried. Those Ge’onim
did not issue a similar ruling with regard to a situation in which the bride
or the groom is in the midst of observing the statutory twelve-month or
thirty-day period for mourning a parent but, that consideration notwithstanding, the marriage is celebrated because of extenuating circumstances.
The analysis of their position may well be that they fully agree that rabbinic edicts are generally not subject to modification because of individual emotional reactions. However, in a situation involving the death of
the groom’s father or of the bride’s mother, the Sages formally suspended
the regulations governing the conduct of an onen in order to permit the
wedding to proceed. The Ge’onim impliedly found that the enacted regulation governing those very limited situations did not provide for recitation of “in Whose abode there is rejoicing” which in itself is the product
of rabbinic legislation. The rule, limited as it is to specified occurrences,
39

See also R. Nathan Gestetner, Teshuvot Le-Horot Natan, I, no. 2.
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is a legislated exception to a general regulation and, as such, does not
serve to indicate that the general edict is subject to variation by reason of
situational considerations.
2. Payment for Catering Services
It is obvious that if the tragic event were to have taken place before
the meal began and the guests had been forced to disperse the caterer
would have been required to bear the entire loss. No family would have
engaged the services of the caterer had they known that such a misfortune would occur. Hence, the contract was a mekah ta’ut, i.e., a “sale”
entered into in error. However, in the situation under discussion, the attack took place after the first course had been served. Accordingly, the
caterer demanded compensation for the food that was consumed by the
guests prior to the saddening interruption of the festivities.
There can be no question that, had there been foreknowledge of the
precise point in the evening at which the explosion would occur, no one
would have entered into a contract to serve only the first course. However, even if the contract is void for reason of error, there may yet be some
liability on the basis of the principle “she-ken neheneh,” i.e., actual benefit.
The food was consumed and a benefit was received. The paradigm is the
example found in the Gemara, Ketubot 34b and Bava Kamma 112a, of
heirs who slaughter a cow and consume its meat in the erroneous belief
that it had been inherited by them from their father. In actuality, however, the cow was held as a bailment and the father was a bailee rather than
the rightful owner. Nevertheless, the heirs had no knowledge of that fact
and had every right to presume that the animal belonged to their father.
The children themselves never assumed the obligations of the bailee. Nor,
in light of their invincible ignorance,40 are they tortfeasors. They are nevertheless held liable for the benefit they derive from eating the meat of
the animal. The value of that benefit is assumed to be two-thirds of the
market value of the cow. The “benefit” is assessed as being two-thirds of
market value on the basis of a presumption that even a person who would
not ordinarily allow himself the luxury of eating meat would be willing to
40
See Tosafot, Bava Kamma 27b, s.v. u-Shmu’el. In light of the position espoused
by Ramban, Bava Mezi’a 82b, to the effect that a person is charged with absolute liability for torts committed by his person, Ramban is constrained to ignore Tosafot’s
resolution of the problem. According to Ramban, cited by Shitah Mekubbezet, Ketubot 34b, s.v. ke-savurin, halakhic canons grant the heirs the right to presume that their
father, who was in possession of the animal, was also the rightful owner and hence had
“license” to act accordingly (be-reshut ka mazik). See R. Ya’akov Yisrael Kanievsky,
Kehillot Ya’akov, Bava Kamma, no. 15, s.v. od.
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purchase meat at a discount of one-third of fair market value.41 Thus, the
benefit, in terms of avoided expenditure, is equal to two-thirds of the animal’s market value. Since funds that otherwise would have been expended
were conserved and actual benefit was received total exoneration of the
heirs is inappropriate.
If that principle is applied in the case under discussion, the caterer
would be entitled to two-thirds of the value of the first course. Rabbi
Zilberstein, however, compares the situation to a quite different catering
mishap earlier addressed by Rabbi Zilberstein in his Piryo Matok, Parashat Mikez. A caterer served a meal but the dessert was contaminated by
salmonella with the result that the guests were afflicted by food poisoning. The caterer certainly had no basis to claim compensation for the
poisoned dessert. He did, however, demand payment for the other perfectly healthful and delectable food served at the dinner. Rabbi Zilberstein
ruled that the caterer is not entitled even to discounted compensation for
the unspoiled courses. Although Rabbi Zilberstein infelicitously frames
his conclusion in terms of an erroneous sale, his finding is perfectly reasonable. The spoiled and unspoiled food were served as part of a single
meal. The food may have been both satisfying and pleasurable when consumed but such benefit was transitory; the meal was the direct cause of
pain and serious discomfort that overwhelmed any earlier pleasure, not to
speak of the fact that all the food was later regurgitated. Similarly, argues
Rabbi Zilberstein, in the case under discussion any benefit derived from
the first course was nullified by the subsequent experience of upheaval
following the explosion.
To this writer, the comparison is entirely inapt. No benefit, and certainly no enrichment, is derived from a meal that results in food poisoning; the food itself is a source of pain rather than pleasure. But imagine
the situation of a family that gathers in their country home to barbecue a
steer under the impression that the animal is part of the estate that they
have lawfully inherited. Imagine further that on the return journey they
are attacked by highwaymen and severely harmed. Had they been aware
of the misfortune awaiting them, they would cheerfully have forgone the
pleasure of the barbecue. Yet no one would claim that they are absolved
for paying for the benefit derived from consuming the meat served at
their barbecue. Unlike the poisoned dessert served by the caterer, which
rather than being a source of pleasure was the proximate cause of their
41

See Tosafot, Bava Batra 4b, s.v. demei kanim, who, in a different context, offer that
explanation for establishing the “benefit” resulting from utilization of building materials of enhanced quality.
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subsequent distress, there is no causal nexus between the benefit and
pleasure derived from the meat the heirs consumed and the subsequent
harm suffered by them on their return trip. Certainly, had they possessed
the power of prognostication they would have foregone the pleasure of
the barbecue. Similarly, the benefit that the guests at the wedding under
discussion derived from partaking of the first course was not mitigated by
the subsequent terrorist attack. Assuredly, had they known of the attack
in advance they would have absented themselves and would have foregone the pleasure of eating the first course. But the liability of the host is
not born of contract — for the contract was indeed based upon error — but
is for “benefit” and that benefit was indeed received.
3. Ownership of Photographs
A photographer had been engaged to take pictures and/or a videotape during the course of the festivities. The photographer managed to
capture the implosion of the building and realized a significant sum from
sale of the film to the media. The parents of the newlyweds claimed that,
since they had engaged the photographer’s services for the evening, any
pictures and tapes resulting from the evening’s hire belonged to them.
The photographer maintained that he had been engaged to photograph
wedding festivities, not an unanticipated event having nothing to do with
the wedding celebration. Hence, contended the photographer, the windfall
was entirely his. That issue was earlier addressed by R. Zevi Spitz, Mishpetei
ha-Torah, Bava Kamma, no. 117, and by Rabbi Zilberstein himself in his
Toratekha Sha’ashu’ai, no. 42.
With regard to a similar issue involving chance findings, the Gemara,
Bava Mezi’a 10a, draws a tentative distinction between a laborer who is
hired for a specific activity, e.g., weeding a field, and then finds a lost or
abandoned object in the course of performing those duties, and a laborer
who is hired to perform any task that may be assigned to him. In the first
case, the laborer is entitled to his findings since he was engaged only for
a specific task. But in the second case the findings belong to the employer
because the worker was hired to perform any and all forms of labor. The
conclusion of that discussion, as recorded by Shulhan Arukh, Hoshen
Mishpat 270:3, is that a worker is not customarily charged with seeking
out and taking possession of lost objects. Hence the found object becomes the property of the worker unless he is hired specifically for the
purpose of conducting a search for lost or abandoned property.
Similarly, despite some reservation expressed by Rabbi Zilberstein in
his Toratekha Sha’ashu’ai with regard to the aptness of the analogy to the
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rule applying to a hired worker, a wedding photographer is engaged for
the specific and limited purpose of photographing the wedding celebration. Accordingly, any photographs of other events that the photographer
may capture on film or tape are his property exclusively. Moreover, the
tragic occurrence effectively brought the wedding celebration to a premature end and hence also served to terminate the duties assumed by the
photographer vis-à-vis his employer.42

42
Rabbi Spitz notes that Teshuvot Mahari Sason, cited by Kezot ha-Hoshen 33:9,
maintains that an artisan who himself provides the materials from which he fashions
an artifact is neither an employee nor a contractor but a “seller” of the product that
he fashions. If so, the photographer who provides his own film or tape might simply
renege upon his agreement to “sell” his product. In a note appended to his Toratekha
Sha’ashu’ai, Rabbi Zilberstein asserts that if a deposit is paid in advance the photographer is under obligation to deliver the film. However, it would seem to be clear that
the sale is not consummated by acceptance of an advance deposit, or even by advance
payment of the entire fee, although the recalcitrant party may become subject to a
curse (mi she-para) if the sale is not subsequently consummated.
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